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1.0 SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION*  

Introduction by Mary Knaggs – the aim of the Forum is to chart a new direction and 
identify what are the main priorities towards a Quality Framework as per the papers 
already provided as an overview.  
 
There is no endorsement of the strategy to date. Nothing has been sustained to date – what 
is the status then? The outcome is it is difficult to do good heritage work – only limited, not 
for the majority.  
 
Donald Ellsmore – Powerpoint  
 
Quality measures and AHQF Proposal – it’s a good idea – that’s as far as it’s got – similar to 
other professionals. Similar to Health Safety Framework…healthy happy living long into 
old age. This doesn’t have to be a linear path – it may be other paths are suitable – 
provided the end point is right.  
 
Compare – the GP – Case manager idea (?) 
 
Engineers Australia multi-disciplinary committee investigation of building today – clearly 
there is a conflict – not in the interests of the people 
 

- E.g. 85% new strata buildings defective in NSW 
- Not a level playing field 
- Training is not hands on- so how can they write a spec – so certification needed at 

each part of the process 
- Ensure cert supports the builder not the owner 

 
Industry standard today – everyone is hi-vis – and the solution is using ‘good’ products 
 
The overall is grey overall – painting is unsustainable.  
 
Management of listed places 
e.g. Woolshed at Woolmers (WHS) – just needs maintenance 
cottage at Woolmers – badly preserved 15 years ago – no future – yet world heritage listed.  
e.g. Flinders Street Station ballroom (VHR) – state listed item.  
e.g. local (LGA)– grey paint – zincalume – very poor workmanship – unsustainable 
outcomes. 
 
What access to resources – Parramatta Roman Catholic Orphan School – to reinstate the 
way it was. The brief – get prices and build. So the builder was mainstream – how hard to 
get the right people to do the right things.  

- No roof – so walls and floors had to be repaired.  
- Stonemason has retired – can’t compete on price and not leaving a legacy.  
- Bricklaying – often have no qualifications at all mostly aged – shortage is a threat to 

the whole industry. But not easy to get trainees – will get refugees …. 

                                                           
* This summary of discussion was prepared by Robyn Clinch at the Forum on 4 November 2015 (minor edits 
by DE on12 November 2015). 
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- Lime mortars – 95% of people have no idea and reluctant to change.  
- Carpentry – some will go into it but not many – no continuation of trained people  
- Roof slating and lead and copper working – there are good trained people in Europe 

who want to come here – bring their skills with them to get a better life – French, 
German, English, Irish – and did beautiful work.  

- Plumbing and metalwork – very difficult to get this sort of work today  
- Solid plastering – still hard to get people – Holmesglen – no longer teaches this.  
- Joinery – very small number of joinery shops still functioning. 
- Glazing – lead lighting – boutique industry – the guy who does it is 85 years old – is 

training a young person but no others. 
- Painting and finishing – no one wants to do it especially using distempers ‘ outside 

range of experience for most. 
 
Q - How sustainable is our heritage conservation industry today? 
Q - How are we to measure any improvement – there is no standard except the Burra 
Charter – it is still not a set of standards – only Tech Notes that are often out of date.  
 
E.g. the Roofing example – (see notes in handouts…) Quality indicators and outcome 
measures.  
 
The reality is that monitoring is not happening and certification is not working.  
 
What is wrong with heritage conservation – example of ‘Skin Coat Mix’ for major 
Melbourne landmark – very poor (unsustainable) outcome? 

- Overuse of non-sustainable products and processes 
- Lack of funding 
- Loss of skills 
- No training  
- Pre-works compliance inadequate for monitoring 
- Limited practical experience  
- Pre-occupation with economic value 
- Unwillingness to meet real cost of quality conservation 

 
e.g.  - Eveleigh Chief Mechanical Engineers Office (NSW SHR) vacant and deteriorating 
 compare – Millers Point – one building, 3 owners, 3 shades of grey 

Graffiti  - only 10 years old (vandalism) to be conserved as condition of CCofS 
approval for development. 

 
Matters to consider 

- How to improve management 
- How to put into quality  
- Use benchmarks 
- Strengthen the backend of heritage conservation process– compliance 
- Monitor and improve  
- How to educate the next generation of skilled professionals in the field 
- And not overlook the price tag! 

 
Greg Owen – by video  

- We don’t demand the skills (don’t even want them when price seen as high).  
- Focus on trade skills – this is a result not the answer. 
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- There are some good projects but 99% specifiers never work past the start of the 
process or see the conservation outcomes.  

- Accreditation is not supported.  
- Documentation demands better outcomes – difficult to find good documentation.  
- Conservation professionals ask – but the specs often don’t require this – then you 

(contractor) won’t win the job.  
- Examples – Mt Buffalo Chalet (weatherboard above snow line not good) – despite 

$7.5M project – Parks Victoria gave the brief to the right people etc. etc – the results 
was for 2/3 demolition including primary significant areas, did not address the long 
term sustainability of the place – the remnants are under the eaves – the spec 
required all weatherboards were to be removed including the remnants – the 
hydraulics were tested by non-experts of old materials – so they specified it be 
scrapped – except for the bits suggested by HA, the Malthoid roofing was replaced 
with corrugated iron early in history of the place – spec said to replace the whole 
roof with no spec for details of skylights or fixings or anything – rare surviving bits 
will be all removed, glazing to be replaced with obscure glazing on bathrooms so all 
the extant material will be removed and lost.  

- Castlemaine Town Hall – no specs – just notes on the drawing – including the clock 
tower – they said they wouldn’t get State funding for maintenance (needed) so re-
build of key elements proposed. 

- Lithgow Blast Furnace – capping of masonry with inappropriate modern materials 
proposed – the Charter didn’t win here 

 
Julian Smith – training and approach at Willowbank (Niagara, Canada)  
 
Parliament in Ottawa to be refurbished with Julian as an Advisor. Tender for it – when it 
comes to conservation windows, stone, floor, linings etc. and artefacts – for potential 
contractors to be involved in looking at the work (need to refer to sound documentation 
and inspections for details) and being able to quote on work, requiring change to normal 
procurement processes. 
 
The spilt between trades and building projects too great – left govt because it was about 
reproduction – now set up his own practice – English architecture school – taught studio of 
materials and sustainability over time – North American schools are so divorced from 
reality. They build with foam core and their buildings look like this.  
 
Willowbank is for revival of traditional architectural approach – hands on academic and 
apprenticeship – all day every day – contact hours are more than a typical Masters. So 9am 
to 4pm. 15 – 20 students only each year – so only 50 at a time over 3 years. So it’s for 
planners, architecture, physical and intellectual education. Only require a high school 
experience + some experience – some PhDs, all types of learners – so demands high 
standards on both sides of the equation.  
 
No permanent faculty – mentors working in the field from everywhere – from Denmark 
(stonemason) – Ohio (wood), sandstone quarries visit, including a lime burn once per year 
(coincides with music festival).  
 
The aim is to reclaim from the fracturing – people are more impatient now – the 
contemporary scene is more hierarchical (like in the medical professional – different 
coloured hats – white for those who are more important – don’t get their hands dirty) 
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The generation of 20-30s are willing to change things. Willowbank – graduates get jobs – 
even though they only get a diploma – but they get jobs across the fields – use a cultural 
landscape approach – the young people won’t accept the divisions in the fields – they will 
be a consultant and will do the work themselves not divided…willing to break down the 
divisions.  
 
Willowbank connects with the developers and doesn’t see them as ‘enemy’ but as partners.  
All the measures are critical. 
 
Questions – admin can be 40% of the budget and this can be reduced – e.g. a Site 
Supervisor is always used with their projects – heritage planners often require too early 
specs – to bring it on budget – if specs weren’t provided up front would be a better 
approach – so it’s important to not go over budget to prove that projects can be done on 
budget. The skilled trades need to be done before the contemporary stuff begins so there’s 
minimal intervention.  
 
Still the problem is design-build is growing so much – with huge specs and not much use – 
and contactors that complain too much. In Vermont and Montana – have best private 
housing – no permits required there – and all done by design builders – resulting in great 
work – this is outside the city (not Burlington).  
 
Maintenance afterwards? Often its people who damage stuff – not necessarily the fabric – 
so the uses need to be compatible. The concept at Willowbank is to embed the skills – so 
one that relies on ‘sustainability experts’ is not sustainable. A good heritage carpenter is a 
good sustainability expert.  
 
Tradies writing the specs 
Mt Buffalo Chalet – they were told to replace the roof – no leeway on this. Cherry-picks the 
spec details in reality. The process is difficult in reality – the political difficulties need to be 
addressed. So it’s about the right people.  
 
At Willowbank – they cultivate the skills to deal with the politicians.  
 
How is Willowbank funded 
In Canada – tuition here is $5000 or $8000 for 8 months each semester and have 
continuous fund raising – stone festival and jazz festival for example. $150,000 for 50 
faculty – because they do it pro bono. They enjoy it because the students love it.  
 
Brainstorming Session 
 

- Specification writing (detail, quality, clarity, knowledge, are they understood by 
contractor). Hold & witness points. 

- Tender evaluation/ procurement (govt. / private) 
- Acceptance of testing / promoting research and design. 
- Prequalification of specialist contractors.  (more than financial stability).  
- Training contractors in special techniques is not valued – marry with learning on 

the job. Understanding WHY not just how. Addressing the building industry culture. 
- How is experience in trade demonstrated? 
- Role of heritage “architect/specialist” how are they qualified? (condition of 
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approval?) Role? When? see City of Sydney process. Consultant as regulator. 
- Education of heritage specialists (or anyone working with heritage). Acknowledge 

that we will always be working on existing buildings. 
- Marketing/Brand / reputation – we are value adding – lobbying – outreach – tie 

with sustainability (need to be able to demonstrate/hard evidence). Measure 
outcomes (social, environmental)? 

- Making good practice mainstream (not just “heritage” label).  Using good examples. 
Using leaders in the field. 

- Building code/s (can quality in heritage be legislated?). More red tape?  
- Quality Measures. Failure of existing approval systems. Not enough energy and 

focus on good outcomes at end of the project. Heritage consultant becomes the 
regulator. Review – reporting – improvement. 

 
Discussion on these subjects and issues followed and is reported below. 
 
Ip Kin Hong - Heritage Guards Training Program in Macau 
 
Gambling money sustains heritage at the Macau World Heritage Site.  
Court street – tourism area and the historical city of Macau – listed in 2005.  
 
They have a lot of government-funded sites and works – previously lots of renovations and 
adding functions – once listed – there was a need for more standards for heritage 
buildings.  
 
Casino – is in competition for young people to go into trades – culturally is low level job – 
not considered the same if you have education. So there’s a fight on to encourage kids to be 
in trades – lost the fight with recent graduates – now they aren’t allowed to work there 
until aged 21 so they get an education.  
 
Young people do drugs as they have a lot of money – 7 and 8 years old taking designer 
drugs – the parents are working for good money all night and don’t notice if their kids are 
missing. The Head of the ICM is passionate about this and how to improve the kids’ future. 
So the idea of the Heritage Guards evolved…despite people saying it wasn’t their job and 
that it would be in conflict with social workers.  
 
After 4 yrs.: 

- 2012 started  
- Started with no government support 
- Now collaboration between MIC, Institute of Social Affairs, Macau Youth Challenge, 

the Justice Department and other non-government organisations.  
- The success of the rehab was 0.1% - i.e. not successful.  
- They chose the boys as had less emotional problems.  
- A lot of them are smart but just not educated.  
- They reconnect with their families – through this program.  

 
Sustainable Development – includes MIC, ISA, MYouth… 
 
Challenges: 

- Disappearing of traditional skills and techniques 
- Lack of interest from young people 
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Behind the HG program 
- Rapid economic growth due to gaming industries 
- Less educated parents saw chances of quick money 
- Neglect and lack of family discipline 
- Current legal system outdated 
- Peer pressure 

Targeted groups: 
- Delinquent youth 
- Minority youth 
- Youth with physical disabilities 

Every family has a maid – come from overseas and find it difficult to integrate.  
 
Three stages  

- On campus basic training – must have been in drug rehab for 12 months so they are 
more stable – selected disciplines – heritage conservation, archaeology, creative 
arts and stage set up available to all trainees 

- Out of campus internship 12- 18 months – on site apprenticeship training at 
Institute of Culture (they choose) 

- Stand alone practical training – able to perform basic jobs alone and contribute to 
stage 1 and 2 training programs – they need to be able to train and their job is 
wider. 

 
Once they are a contractor, they get graded for their work and this provides them with 
potential for more work with government.  
Stage 1 involves knowing about materials and what is needed to make a good product. 
They often get work in private businesses.  
Stage 2 – participation in annual events such as the Macau Art Festival, Parade through 
Macau Latin City, Macau City Fringe Festival.  

- They make films about their emotions and stage dramas – then they are shown to 
the relatives.  

St Dominic Church in Macau – the cement replacement bits fell off in rain – so they used 
the boys with a contractor from China. 
Every project has a Heritage Guard on site every day – work hours the same as the 
contractor.  
They do material salvaging.  
Archaeology, stage assistant, bookbinding, film.  
 
Vision 

- Extend to different backgrounds 
- Introduce to other organisations 
- Encourage community participation  
- Expand the variety of training 
- Set up ‘Heritage Guards’ non-profit association 
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2.0 REPORTING FROM GROUP DISCUSSIONS 

Working Groups (see output below)  
 
Five working groups were formed and tasked with reporting on issues they identify. 

1. Specifying Quality (Harriet Wyatt coordinator of discussion) 
2. Contracting and Quality (Rebecca Roberts coordinator of discussion0 
3. Heritage Professionals and Quality (Chris Landorf coordinator of discussion) 
4. Communicating Heritage and Quality (Claire Nunez coordinator of discussion) 
5. Quality Standards (Bruce Petry coordinator of discussion) 

 
Specifying quality group 

- Define role of specifying, what is a good spec? – our way of communicating what is 
to be done on the project. 

- Need a common language (specifier, contractor etc.) 
- Role of spec is undervalued (given to junior, need to be informed by good 

investigation on site and tailored to particular project) 
- Natspec does not support good heritage practice. 
- Do contractors read spec? who checks they have used the spec? 
- Schedules are important (more about methods, scope, etc.) 
- Package: drawings, spec, schedules, hold & witness points – all have a role in setting 

the overall quality standard –  
- Needs to be somewhere we can find a “standard” heritage spec. (like Natspec) 

 
Contracting and quality group 

- Can’t isolate one solution 
- Cultural attitudes towards tradespeople need review 
- Assumption that contractors do not want to do it right. Give tradespeople trust and 

respect they deserve 
- Need better communication on projects at start of and during the project 
- Need to review budget / time expectations for heritage projects 
- Promote the value of doing the job properly 
- Review criteria for listing on heritage trades directories (review panel?) 
- Government Seed funding for demonstration projects so wider community can see 

benefits of doing it properly 
- Tradespeople to be asked to give feedback on projects 
- Loss of the “clerk of works” role. Someone to point tradespeople on where to find 

the right skills 
- Heritage site inductions / quality workshop at start 

 
Heritage professionals and quality group 

- Bring stakeholders together to agree on pre-qualification for heritage projects 
o Universities 
o Managers if directories of consultants 
o Professional industry bodies 

- Define what is the accreditation, who does it and why? 
- Use multi-disciplinary consultant companies as a model? 
- Look at existing accreditation models 
- Heritage training at undergraduate level 
- Cooperation across Australia between industry bodies (rather than State by state 
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solutions) 
- Need independent advice 
- Consider role of AICOMOS ethical commitment statement (or similar) 
- Reward good heritage practice  
- Encourage training/visits to projects demonstrating good practice 
- More work on best practice documents – Quality Measures? 

 
Marketing heritage and quality group 

- Heritage needs a facelift – need to think outside the square 
- Bigger than the quality framework 
- Messaging – exciting places and stories 
- Take clients/all involved on a journey from start to finish. 
- Know the audience – who do we want to reach 
- Exemplary projects  
- Heritage champions (at all levels esp. local) 
- Don’t need to encapsulate in sustainability 
- Consider value of “culture” branding 
- “existing” buildings/structures rather than “heritage”? 
- Are we being flexible in our communication 
- Incentives (economic or otherwise) 
- Multi-disciplinary approach / more brainstorming 
- Need to be careful with HQF – who do we need to pitch it to and how (be careful of 

preaching to the converted) 
- Recognition of skills (heritage card holding practitioners) 
- Sustainability tools need to recognise embodied energy 
- Stop treating tradespeople as “other” 
- Attracting young practitioners to be involved. 

 
Quality standards group 

- Current economic climate and focus on minimum standards 
- Quality can be interpreted in many ways 
- Initial agreement and focus on quality falls off 
- Technical knowledge and good conservation outcomes 
- Stage policy documents through the process (not just CMP at beginning) 
- Role of Burra Charter as umbrella document/guide 
- BC Practice Notes written as quality measures 
- Take BC PN to next (more detailed) level (manual to achieve BC principles on the 

ground) 
- Public availability of Quality Measures  
- Can have QM around a wide range of parts including HIAs, demolition reporting, 

trades, rock art etc. 
- High level of support required 
- Need for practitioners and other stakeholders to be involved in writing the QM  
- Panel to review and update QM 
- Role of a peak heritage body (ICOMOS?) 
- A “tool” rather than a “measure” 
- Need to be objective but also allow for “performance” solutions (if demonstrated) 

e.g. fire safety model. Deemed to comply option. 
- Drivers – low cost, minimise red tape (tool), sustainable outcomes, health and 

safety 
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- QM to prove they will be of benefit to construction industry as whole 
 
Where to from here? 

- Need the right pitch. Define what is meant by “quality in heritage conservation” etc. 
- Target the right people (champions); ask them for advice on strategic approach to 

give the issue traction. 
- Get it onto the agenda of the AHC. 
- AICOMOS could bring stakeholders together; we need to partner with other 

stakeholders esp. tradespeople (hold talks in the evening). 
- Moral support from some stakeholders (e.g. AIA) 
- Apply for grant funding e.g. Copeland Foundation, AHC (discretionary funding) 
- Explore national teaching & learning grant potential 
- Need a high profile demonstration project.  
- Make it clear that “heritage professional” is a “heritage specialist” and it includes 

skilled tradespeople 
- Need to obtain (“formal”) continuing professional development for being involved 

in developing the AHQF 
- * Need AICOMOS EC endorsement first. 

 

3.0 RESOLUTIONS 

Resolution 
 
It was resolved in discussion that:  
 

 AICOMOS needs to champion quality outcomes in heritage conservation including 
working with the heritage government bodies such as AHC.   

 Despite many excellent projects there is concern that quality is sometimes 
compromised due to a range of competing factors. 

 There has been informal development of the quality framework concept but we 
need to now make it a formal priority of AICOMOS.  

 AICOMOS needs to reach out to other stakeholders including the conservation 
trades professionals.  

 

4.0 INTERIM WORKING GROUP 

On a show of hands an interim working group was formed to steer the process to the next 
stage.  

Murray Brown AIA NSW, Sydney 

   murray.brown@architecture.com.au 

Kerime Danis  AI President 

KerimeD@cityplan.com.au 

Donald Ellsmore APT Australasia Chapter  

Co-convenor of AHQ interim working group 
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apt.australasia.chapter@gmail.com 

Margaret Heathcote State Heritage Unit, DEWNR, SA 

magheath@gmail.com 

Chris Landorf  University of Queensland 

c.landorf@uq.edu.au 

Mary Knaggs  AI Coordinator of Fabric Conservation Reference Group 

Co-convenor of AHQ interim working group 

mary.knaggs@gmail.com 

Claire Nunez  Manager Heritage Places GML Heritage, Sydney 

clairen@gml.com.au 

Harriet Wyat   WA State Heritage Office 

harriet.wyatt@stateheritage.wa.gov.au 

David Young  Melbourne 

david.young@netspeed.com.au 

 

5.0 AHQF STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT 

The principles, actions and implementation strategy for the proposed AHQF, with quality 
measures for inputs and outputs, are as follows. 

1. Principles 

• competency based 

• driven by information 

• organised for sustainable outcomes 

2. Actions 

• To assure competency 

• recognise and develop skills 

• provide training to improve quality 

• provide career pathways for young practitioners 

• monitor skills 

• monitor inputs and outputs 

• to provide information 

• use significance as the basis of decision making 

• undertake research and disseminate information 

• establish and sustain information sharing networks 

• use quality measures in each of the common activities to pre-determine desired 

mailto:david.young@netspeed.com.au
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outcomes 

• to obtain sustainable outcomes 

• share decision-making between clients and practitioners 

• use agreed standards and guidelines to reduce inappropriate variation in the 
delivery of outcomes 

• monitor performance and provide feedback 

• improve quality continuously 

3. Implementation 

• Stage 1 –  

Develop guidelines, standards (or benchmarks) and quality measures for standard 
heritage professional conservation practices in support of Burra Charter 

• write practices notes and quality measures for Burra Charter practices 

• use peer reviewing and trialing processes to obtain consensus 

• adopt and disseminate sequentially 

• Stage 2 –  

develop a quality framework model for sustainable heritage conservation in 
Australia.  

• develop quality measures for normal worksite conservation practices 

• identify industry partners and knowledge holders 

• identify issues of greatest need to improvement 

• implement and monitor pilot activities towards AHQF 

• monitor and adjust 

• obtain industry acceptance 

• Stage 3 –  

form an industry alliance 

• obtain support from key industry stakeholders by direct lobbying and 
consultation 

• develop a united strategy for implementation 

• Stage 4 –  

obtain official support for implementation 

• obtain endorsement and support from stakeholders including Government 

• develop implementation plan 

• Stage 5 –  

implement 

• roll out through cooperative agreements 

• monitor and adjust 
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6.0 ACTIONS 

The following actions to progress the first edition of an Australian Heritage Quality 
Framework (AHQF) indicate the scale of the perceived challenge. 

 
 ACTION RESPONSIBILITY TIME FRAME 

1 AICOMOS and the APT Australasia Chapter 
draft interim strategy. 

Australia ICOMOS Fabric 
Conservation Reference Group 
led by Mary Knaggs with APT  

From today and 
ongoing according to 

opportunity 

2 AICOMOS endorses strategy for continuous 
development 

Australia ICOMOS executive 
committee 

February 2016 

3 AICOMOS appoint steering committee and 
working group 

Australia ICOMOS executive 
committee 

Early 2016 

4 AICOMOS and the APT Australasia Chapter 
respond to Australian Heritage Strategy on 
AHQF when strategy released. 

Australia ICOMOS with APT Date t.b.a. 

5 Consultation with relevant stakeholders 
across all States and Territories. 

Steering Committee and 
Working Group 

Ongoing from 
February 2016 

6 Development of Quality Framework 
structure, benchmarks, standards and 
measures. 

Steering Committee and 
Working Group with input from 
professionals in the field. 

Ongoing from 
February 2016 

7 Heritage Quality Frameworks - 
consultation with stakeholders. 

Stakeholders to include: 

Statutory bodies 

Property owners 

Master builder & master trades 
associations. 

Traditional tradespeople 

Heritage Professionals 
(including AI and APT) 

Ongoing from 
February 2016 

8 Quality Measures on exhibition in every 
state. 

Heritage Quality Measures 
placed on exhibition via 
National, state and local heritage 
approval authority websites. 

t.b.a. 

9 Workshops to introduce Framework, 
benchmarks, standards and Sustainable 
Heritage Quality Measures 

Hosted by state heritage 
approval and funding 
authorities. 

t.b.a. 

10 Trial implementation of AHQF National, state and local heritage 
approval authorities. 

t.b.a. 

 Ratification of AHQF National, state and local heritage 
approval authorities. 

t.b.a. 

 
 


